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Brendan Nixon
Registered Liquidator and trustee, SM Solvency Accountants - law reforms giving creditors
greater rights to request information from liquidators
Brendan Nixon is a registered liquidator and trustee at SM Solvency
Accountants. Brendan’s career in insolvency began in 2002. He has worked
on a variety of different types of insolvency engagements in his career, and
is proud to share his experience with members of the Australian Institute of
Credit Management at any time.

David Grant
Lawyer, Boss Lawyers - the proposed changes to "phoenix company laws"
David is a dispute resolution and litigation lawyer based in Brisbane with Boss
Lawyers. David acts and advises in all aspects of commercial disputes but
specialises mainly in contractual and commercial disputes, company and
director disputes (including the application of insolvency law), building and
construction disputes (including disputes with the Queensland Building and
Construction Commission), as well as appearing for clients in Federal and State
Courts and the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal in contested
matters.
David acts for small private companies, directors, trustees, professionals and individuals,
and has developed a reputation for being a tough but principled litigator and trusted advisor to his
clients.
To find out more about David and the work that we do, visit the Boss Lawyers website at
www.bosslawyers.com.au.
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Ray Marshal
Lawyer, Thomson Geer - new privacy laws that require you to notify any affected persons
Ray is a lawyer in Thomson Geer's Intellectual Property, Technology and
Regulatory team in Brisbane.
Ray's practice focuses on technology and regulatory issues, including (but not
limited to) intellectual property enforcement, and technology and internet legal
issues including competition law and privacy issues. He has advised both
vendors and customers of IP and IT (both public and private sector) in
registration and protection of intellectual property rights and interests, and ICT
commercial disputes and agreements (including cloud privacy issues in respect
of major cloud computing deployments by government).

Nicholas Boyce
Associate, Results Legal - the new laws on “safe harbour” and “ipso facto clauses”
Since joining Results Legal, Nicholas has specialised in the legal recovery
and commercial litigation practice areas of the firm.
Further, Nicholas has extensive experience acting on behalf of creditors in
defending unfair preferences claims and disputes over personal property
against liquidators under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and Personal
Property Securities Act 2009 (Cth) respectively.
Nicholas has acted on behalf of a range of business clients across industry
segments including government, building and construction, professional
advisers, recruitment and financial services.
Nicholas strives to fully understand each client’s individual needs to
develop strong relationships, clearly communicate commercial strategies
and options and ultimately deliver outstanding results.

